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1. Preface/ Introduction 

The MyKonsult app is meant for multi-speciality OPD sessions between a doctor and a remote patient.  
The hospital manages the process by allocating slots to the doctors and patients who then log in 
through their laptop/mobile and carry out a remote video consultation. On completion, a prescription is 

sent to the mailbox of the patient. 

2. System requirements 

2.1 Computer hardware:  
This section describes the recommended System Requirements and browser settings for successful 
transactions on the MyKonsult Platform. 

·       Laptop with minimum 2 GB of RAM 
·       Laptop with Integrated speakers and video camera 
·       External Mouse (Optional) 

·       External Video camera: minimum 5 Mega Pixels[MT1] (Optional, if unbuilt) 
·       Audio port to connect headphones / external speakers 
·       Windows 2000 / 7 or 10 

·       Latest Chrome / Firefox browser  
·       Built-in WiFi / LAN Port 
·     Internet connectivity through landline / Cable / Other with WiFi Router 

·       UPS to take on the device load during power outages 
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2.2 Browser settings 
When using the Video Consultation window, allow the use of Microphone and Camera. 

On the browser, click Settings, scroll down to Advanced Settings, and Click Content settings. 

Open Camera and Microphone to verify the website URL, https://mykonsult.in is allowed access to 

both Camera and Microphone. 

2.3 Android device 

A mobile device with an Android operating system 8.0 and above. 
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3. Physicians 

3.1 Login 
Enter your email address and password. Check the Remember me option if desired. Click Login. 

If you do not remember your password, click “Click here” to reset your password.  

The Reset Password page opens; enter your email address in the field provided. Click Reset. 

 A confirmatory message is displayed. 
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3.2 Profile 

The Practitioner profile screen is displayed above. Click Edit Profile. The Profile page opens with the 
practitioner’s details in three parts, viz., Personal Details, Professional Details and Schedule Details. Fill 
or edit the desired fields. 
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Scroll down to the Schedule Details section.  

Use the scroll buttons on the top left to choose the desired day for the consultation [Mark]. 
Use the Month, Week, Day, buttons on the top right to view the slots and appointments of the 
corresponding period. 

Click the desired time on the yellow scheduling panel for creating a slot. A green strip appears at the 
chosen time. A white “equal to” sign appears at the center of the strip [Mark]. The slot is, by default, of 
a 20 minute duration.  

If a longer slot is desired, the “equal to” sign may be dragged down to expand the slot.  The slot may 
also be moved to a different time. In both cases, the application generates a popup message. 

Click OK to continue with the modification. 
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If the chosen slot needs to be removed, double click on the “equal to” slot to delete it. A popup 

message asking “Are you sure you want to delete the slot?” Click Cancel or OK as desired. 

Click Submit. The message “Practitioner Details updated successfully” is displayed.  

Click Profile at the top right hand corner in the file path “Home/ Profile/ Edit Profile” to return to the 
Schedule Details screen of the Dashboard page. 

The selected slots are displayed in the yellow schedule chart on the right. Booked slots are in red, and 
unbooked ones in green. 
A panel is displayed on the left, below the Practitioner profile. 
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The first tab in the panel is the current one, Schedule Details. 

The second tab is Scheduled Appointments. Click Scheduled Appointments. The past, ongoing, and 
future appointments are displayed, along with the appointment details in brief. A small number in a 
circle in the Scheduled Appointments tab indicates the number of appointments scheduled for the 

Practitioner. 

3.3 Video Consultation 
The Reschedule and Cancel buttons are displayed. The Start button is not displayed until the time of 

the appointment. Click Start. The video consultation screen is displayed.  
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Click Start at the bottom of the screen.  

The application generates a popup message asking “Do you want to record this conversation?”. Click 
OK or Cancel as desired. 
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The patient, meanwhile, logs in through the MyKonsult app, available on the Google Playstore, or via 

the link provided in the appointment confirmation email. She/ He enters the last 5 digits of their 
assigned ID number to login. 

The above is the Practitioner’s view. The practitioner’s video is the smaller one at the base of the 
patient video. 

The above is the patient’s view, in the MyKonsult app on her/his mobile device. The patient video is 
smaller and to the side. 
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Click the Notes button in the Practitioner view. You can view the details provided by the patient under 
the Notes button. You can also enter your own notes in the field provided. Click Save to save the notes 

to the consultation report. 

Click the Prescription button. You can fill out the prescription in the field provided. Enter two or more 

letters of the medicines you wish to prescribe. Select the medicine from the list. Click Add to add the 
medicine to the prescription. More medicines may be added sequentially in the same way. Click Save. 
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You may remove a medicine from the added medicines by clicking the red cross “X” next to each. 

Click Save. 

Click the Lab Tests button. Enter your Lab Test notes in the field provided. Enter the first two letters of 
the required lab test, and select it from the list of lab tests that is provided. Click Add. Click Save. 

You may remove a lab test from the added lab tests by clicking the red cross “X” next to each. Click 
Save. 
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When the consultation is done, the Practitioner clicks Save and Submit. This closes the video session 

and emails the consultation report to the patient. 
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The consultation may also be conducted via the web on a computer (that is, not on a mobile Android 

device). For this, the patient should click on the link provided in the confirmatory email. If during the 
creation of the patient’s profile (by the operations personnel), the patient’s answer to the question “Do 
you have a laptop?”, is in the negative, the web consultation option is not provided. 

When the patient clicks “Join Consultation” in the email above, the following screen opens in her/his 
browser. 
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The video consultation begins when the Practitioner clicks the Start button, like in the consultation 

above. This is the patient’s view. The practitioner appears in the larger window. 

The Patient may upload any relevant documents for the Practitioner’s viewing using the Browse/ 
Upload buttons. 
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Click the Patients tab, the last tab . All the patients who have consulted the Practitioner are listed, 

along with their past appointment details and the prescription/ consultation report. 

Enter the name of the desired patient, or a symptom in the search field. Click Search. The patient with 
past appointment details and the prescription/ consultation report is displayed. 
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Click Discussion Forum. Click Comment to make a comment. The discussion forum is intended for 

interaction with the doctor’s peers, and discussion regarding one or more cases. 

Click My Peer Network. 

Click Create Group. Enter the desired Group name in the Enter Group Name field. Enter the first few 
letters of a subscribing Practitioner’s name in the Recipient field, and the application auto-fills the field. 
Click on the Practitioner’s name to add her/ him to the list. Click the red cross “x” to remove the 

Practitioner. Add the other group members sequentially, and click Submit. 
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Click Start a Discussion in the My Peer Network. Enter the details in the various fields and Click Submit 
for sharing with the designated recipients in the desired group. 
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Figure 31
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